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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0726347A2] A braiding machine esp. for the mfr. of wire and textile braids has, fixed on a frame (12), a pillar (13) which holds a slideway
support (22) driven to rotate about an axis (33) with at least one lower reel (18). It also has an inner ring (36) which is driven to rotate in the opposite
direction about the same axis with at least one upper reel (19). The slideway support and the inner ring are rigidly coupled together by a pair (39)
of gear wheels. The gear wheel set is placed on a bracket (37) attached to the pillar. Pref. the rotating inner ring is placed directly on the pillar and
the bracket rests axially on a pillar shoulder. The slideway support is arranged to rotate on upper and lower bearings, pref. ball races and the fixed
bracket has a shoulder directed downwards which rests directly on the slideway support upper bearing and forms a pref. O-ring bearing arrangement
with the lower bearing. The bracket has at least one rotation check (38), i.e. a screw clamp connection. The rigidly coupled gear pair has a wedge
clamp connector activated by a releasable closure in at least one gear to shaft bearing connection where the closure has an encircling band which
engages the ring wedge of the wedge clamp. The slideway support has, surrounding at least one of the gear wheels, at least one lubrication fluid
region enclosed by a cover and a seal (56) and with a drain screw (57).
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